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Here we offer the best portals of education that assign support. In this, we just assign many additional skills of 475 Capstoon Final Exam Part 2, just 475 final exam part 2 responses that make you a better student in the future. Just part 475 Of the Capzone Final Exam 2-Bus About 475 Capstoon Last Part 2 Integrated
Business Topics Just About 475, Your Test To Assess Your Knowledge For The Course of Integrated Business Topics, It is understood that the most quality test is conducted by the University of Phanx.  The level of preparation for this exam should be equal to achieve through it. Just like 475 to clear all the exams related
to bus 475 475 capstoon final exam part 2, we provide an exceptional learning platform where you can learn concepts and waste the skills needed for the exam. We read materials and devices such as just 475 capzone final exam part 2 answers and questions to easily deal with the question. We just believe in the smart
learning techniques for examinations by 475 capstoon part 2 questions and special study materials containing answers and study guide. From this portal, you can capture basic and very basic tools related to bus 475 capstoon exam part 2.  We give you personal attention to just clean up 475 capstoon part 2 with good
score. Type of Service: Document Format available for download: Microsoft Word (compatible with Google documents, Open Office, Mezon Office and more source of information: University of Phanx Exam Current Offer: Always flat 20% discount on purchase. Use coupon code UOP20 Important benefits: 100% Save
product safety test time 50% score high (always dropped on your report card (d) Complete and customized answers For each question at the university, answer 100% satisfaction guarantee The experienced team supports full-time delivery with 24/7 seamless communication suppherative engagement model strong
technology capabilities study an online course when and where they graduate you with the same qualifications, as well as you on-campus students &amp; Other Students The knowledge is like talking through videos, just 475 capstoon final test part 2 online on the phone to find out &amp; how online courses are
supplied, see the online question and explain the answer. Learn business topics connected with today's online bus 475 capzone exam part 2 course. Start with basic strategic business management and work your way up to such internal external environments, strategic development, strategic management and more
complex topics. With these just 475 capstoon part 2 solutions, your chance is to find part 2 1 of the new bus 475 final exam-answer sheet. The management team at Cresar Electronics Ltd., developer of electrical operators, aims to participate in the company's market by the end of 20% 2017. To achieve this goal, Marcus,
The manager assigns specific salesgoals to individual salespeople and retailers. In this view, the target of sales is an (N) __ . Aim objective project round behavior goal work 2. Per share income (EPS) is an indication of the company's profitability and how its stocks are worthwhile. The company's EPS is directly
proportional to its net income. Toli Khan's net income has decreased by 10 percent from last year's figures for this year. Therefore, the company's EPS will be lower than what it did last year. Which of the following statements is true, strong of argument? Toli Khan has issued additional general shares in the current year.
Toli Khan's stocks were the most valued in the market last year. A higher EPS indicates that the company has a high potential for future growth. Income per share does not necessarily fall at all times which increases the tax paid by the company. 3. Quadigrant Ltd. is an early company that is proficient in software
development. The government levies a sales tax of 7.5% on the sale of company services. The Company's CTO, The Company,decides to introduce a new active structure that will reduce the time for each software to be developed. He believes that this will reduce the company's costs and compensation for tax. When
they present their idea to the company's investors, they become a fraid that such changes can come in the form of internal disputes. The concerned department also has its head because they do not know that they will fit into the new structure. They question the sensitivity of Theo's proposal. Which of the following steps
of the group development process presents this scenario? Establishment of Adjarnaning 4. Teda Corporation is a large accounting firm. It has one office in every 27 states of Kavania. Chairperson of the Off Teda Corporation: I believe that if employees work in the same office for a long time, problems like impartiality,
death, and misuse of authority are likely to abe. Therefore, I have proposed a policy that at least needs to move employees into administrative positions and up to a different office every five years. This policy has been well received from our employees and will discourage them from leaving our company. Which of the
following statements, if true, will strengthen the chairperson's argument? Technical skills required to work in telecom, which differ from team to team in Teda. Employees roaming between different office locations go towards greater employees in companies. Cultural differences can cause various working shellies of Teda
Corporation to be in different office places, without consultation against the culture of the work of the stakeholders concerned by introducing policy changes. 5. HR Manager of Delta Corporation.: According to our rewards and identification program, employee achievements are recognized and The voicer is given a gift
through emails when you reach milestones and goals. I think employees don't have enough to feel appreciated. In my previous company, work anniversary and professional achievements were celebrated at the organization's extensive meetings, where the employees concerned would normally get rewards. After all, If
my efforts are recognized like this, I will love it! Therefore, such an idea would be a great success in our company. The HR manager's argument is poor because: Delta Corporation employees fail to prove. Failed to acknowledge the efforts of his team to apply the existing rewards and identity program. It is not to be
considered that other people can appreciate it differently than it is. The related gift offer edifies the possibility of increasing the value of the future that is given to existing employees. 6. Reinek company sold a fixed asset for $25,000. The asset was originally purchased at a price of $64,000. On the date of sale, the deposit
reduction was $53,000. Calculate profit or loss on sale of asset. Get $14,000 to $25,000 loss reduction in $39,000 from $36,000 to 8. The revenue calculation for this year is based on the information given below, December 31, 2016. The 2016 2017 retaining income, January $14,500 $1, paid $18 dividend for income for
$10 for year Y 48,500 expenses for the year 44,800 to 42,700 december maintaining the end balance of income is 31, 3,500 5,700, 2017. $15,400 $18,400 $33,800 $52,200 8. From the information below, calculate the net cash flow from operating activities using non-remediated procedures. Net income decreased
$170,000 5,750 on plant asset power Loss increased to 4,000 Increased inventory rate increased to 7,500 account payable costs reduced by $5,460 $6,750 $173,540 $160,040 $152,040. HR Manager of Delta Corporation.: According to our rewards and identification program, employee achievements are recognized and
employees are given gift-during-email suo-mail suo-mail saine. I think employees don't have enough to feel appreciated. In my previous company, work anniversary and professional achievements were celebrated at the organization's extensive meetings, where the employees concerned would normally get rewards.
After all, If my efforts are recognized like this, I will love it! So, such an idea would be a great success in us Which of the following statements, if true, is the argument of weak HR manager? Delta Corporation does not have enough money to organize the city hall continuously. Delta Corporation policy must have the ceo of
the company present in each city hall. Employees are not encouraged to perform well in their jobs if their work is not appreciated and rewarded. The former HR manager company did not offer to promote its employees easily. 10. Calculate operating profit or loss from the information given below. Sales income $320,000
Sales return Selling price 23,520 Selling price 210,000 Cost 10 administrative expenses 46,270 marketing expenses 26,880 Research and Development $6,300 ($3,970) $3,970 $7,030 ($7,030) 11. The company announced a cash profit of $8,560 on December 5, 2015. The company paid cash dividend on January 8,
2016. What is the overall impact of declaration and payment of cash profit se on the financial statement of the company? Total obligations will remain the same, and total assets will be increased by $8,560. Stockholders' assets will increase to $8,560, and total assets will remain the same. Total assets and dues will be
increased by $8,560. Stockholders' assets will reduce the total assets by $8,560. 12. Rilm Corporation is recording investment revenue as revenue for the past year with the aim of creating the company's financial position it actually appears better than it is. One of the company's employees, becomes aware of this fraud
activity and immediately reports to appropriate authorities. After several investigations, authorities gave the company the book under the Surbanes-Ausley Act. Which of the following statements best explains that June did not hesitate to alert the authorities about the company's fraudulent activities? Under the Sarbanes-
Ausley Act, vaistolebours that are allowed to recover criminal damages that are subject to retaliation but not civil damages. There are no limits to the protections offered by the Sarbanes-Ausley Act to Whastlebours. Surbanes-Ausley Act accounting firms are required to separate their dating and advisory functions. The
Sarbanes-Ausley Act provides for the restoration of wastleblawurs in improper dismissal cases. 13. Geharal LLC develops a company and has lease cars. To increase its production capacity, the CEO of Geharal LLC has decided to build a new manufacturing plant. The company needs a loan from the bank, and presents
its financial statements to the bank. The CEO believes the loan will be approved due to the company's leakidity. Which of the following, if true, weakens the CEO's argument? The current ratio of The Gharal LLC is more than one. The majority of The Current Asset of The Gharaal LLC is in shape Geharal LLC is high-end
cars. Shares of Geharal LLC have been consistent lying in the past year. 14. The management team at Cresar, The Developer of Wind Trebin, intends to increase the market share of the company by the end of 20% 2017. The relevant active head in the company notifies their teams that they will get enough bonuses if
they are able to achieve this goal. In which company is in the following stages of the purpose setting process? The objective of promoting the objective of providing support and feedback for the purposes of planning the process is 15. Jerima is involved as the new marketing manager in a leading multi-national company.
The company usually has its products edwarded through newspapers, television, or trade mails. Jerima company invites various product managers about it to discuss and find new ways to create awareness about consumers for products. Many members of the group are inclined to Jirema's idea of using social media,
while others are content with existing promotional strategies. Which of the following managers are faced with the following steps in the group development process? 16. Geharal LLC develops a company and has lease cars. To increase its production capacity, the CEO of Geharal LLC has decided to build a new
manufacturing plant. The company needs a loan from the bank, and presents its financial statements to the bank. The CEO believes the loan will be approved due to the company's leakidity. Which of the following strengthens the CEO's argument? The income of Geharal LLC is equal to other similar companies per
share. The financial statements of Geharal LLC show a positive working capital. The manufacturing plant will be offset by the value of the building the profit Saigami Llc earn. The manufacturing plant will go to Ayortazad during the next 30 years. 17. Financial Analyst: Linuxos Tech is a company that develops the dry bits
and scréodors. Over the past year, its sales have not shown a significant increase. The company has a large amount of inventory on hand, its accounts receiving is twice as high, and its account has increased the repayable credit. In the face of this, the company should try to keep its existing assets initially.   Which of the
following, if true, will strengthen the argument? The existing dues are expected within the next three months. The company is expected to increase the demand for the products sold. Linuxos Tech has requested for short term loans to meet the needs of its working capital. The company will introduce a very long-awaited
new product in the market in the following year. 18. The Colyondous Corporation Of The Conditioning Plant produces 2,000 air per week in three plants: Plant II, and Plant III. Plant produces 800 air-conditioner per week, Plant II 500 air-conditioner per week, and Plant III produces 700 air-conditioner per week. There is



likely to be an air conditioner which is 7% for the plant, 5% for Plant II, and 6% for Plant III, for plant III, for the year 2010-16. In a random check, a faulty air conditioner is found. What is the probability that the air conditioner was created in Plant II? 0.75 0.18 0.20 0.25 19. Aaron recently recruited as managing director of
Ikara Corporation, a leading accounting firm with a global presence. He learns that Ikara employees felt that the previous managing director had been unappuable and did not encourage employees to express their problems or views. Aaron does not want to be understood like this . To show friendly to their employees,
they decided to use a little humour in their electronic communications. This will definitely make it worth establishing a good relationship with Ikara Corporation employees. If this is true, then most seriously is Aaron's argument ? Aaron has already worked in companies where communication between employees was
informal. Some ikara employees belong to cultures where comedy can be considered as fun. Aaron's electronic communications are mostly directed at the company's senior management. Managers must reach their teams, especially when their teams are spread around the world. 20. Calculate the expected return for a
stock based on the following information. Expected dvd $2.20 Current price $47.82 Expected growth rate 5.67% 16.46% 4.6% 10.27% 7.87% 21. Leadership roles need to exhibit the behavior of classic trowart, such as public trust, building large social networks, and being assessed by your stakeholders to allow your
successes as well as failures. These talent leadership roles are very essential that people who step into such roles learn in a true attitude regardless of their real personalities. Which of the following can be dissoputed? Can get the trowaert attitude by becoming a leader. Those who become extroverted successful
leaders. Big social networks help develop public speaking skills. Leaders must learn both from their successes and their failures. 22. Teda Corporation is a large accounting firm. It has one office in every 27 states of Kavania. Chairperson of the Off Teda Corporation: I believe that if employees work in the same office for
a long time, problems like impartiality, death, and misuse of authority are likely to abe. Therefore, I have proposed a policy that at least needs to move employees into administrative positions and up to a different office every five years. This policy has been well received from our employees and will discourage them from
leaving our company. Which of the following statements, if true, More seriously weaken the policy of chairperson? Employees of Teda Corporation. If they are moving to a different city then a transfer allowance will have to be paid. There is a large rate of tele-infiltration employees who are not in administrative positions.
The cost of living in Kavania differs from state to state. Employees are more likely to switch jobs within their city rather than moving to a new city for their existing jobs. 23. Calculate the net income of the Tn Total Corporation from the following information. The reduction costs cost $850 rent 500 salaries cost 700 goods
supply cost 650 interest expenses 400 income from sales 5,000 profit sales benefit from selling $1,000 dividend $700 $1,900 $3,600 $2,600 2,900 24. As a normal process, Rova Ltd. mostly collects advance payments for goods that will be provided to customers in the future. The company's current dues significantly
share the unexpected revenue. Reviewer A: Advance cash company operations received from customers can be used to finance, and the same obligations that are recorded will be displayed as sales in future financial statements. Therefore, this process is beneficial to Rova Corporate and should continue. Which of the
following statements, if true, is the argument of the weak reviewer? Rova Corporate is absolutely impressed by its ability to provide customers in accordance with its commitment to its unreliable suppliers. The majority of orders received by Rova Ltd. are for custom products. The long-term obligations of Rova Corporate
are not offset by its existing assets. The cash flow statement of Rova Corporate shows that the company does not have enough cash to scale up its operations in the next year. 25. Calculate the cash flow from financing activities based on the information given below. Reduction $770 Purchase of Machinery 4,000
Increased In The Excised 900 Asset Sinusation Of Short Term Loan For 600 Payment Of Borrowed Amount Long Term Loan Issue Has Been Increased To 1,500. The Sikaocosis company has been in the construction office supply business for the past five years. Recently, the company issued more shares to the public
to increase the capital for its expansion. Expanding office maintenance operations helped create additional cash inflows. Since the company expanded and issued more shares, Stockholders' 'Equeti' has also increased. However, stockholders' equiti went down this year. Which of the following statements best explains
that stockholders' equiti went down? The company employed a predatorpricing strategy to increase its market share. This company Income from services provided based on introduction. The company announced distribution of 1 stock for 2 during the current year. The company has bought some new machines to speed
up its manufacturing process. 27. Get the senior management back. To create the importance of encouraging employees. In the last year, the company held quarterly town hall meetings where employees were given the opportunity to share innovative ideas to address the problems the company is facing and improve the
overall performance of the company. However, this project did not achieve the desired result. KCEO's Corporation. : This plan failed because employees intend to be aware of their views in public because they don't know how ideas will be achieved. We have to change our strategy and give employees the opportunity to
personally express their views to our managers. It will make employees feel comfortable to express their creativity. Which is assumed by the CEO in the following: Your employees want to be creative at their jobs. Unless they share creative ideas, the company is unlikely to improve its overall performance. Employees feel
less about expressing their views to their managers than expressing them in the public. Companies with creative workforce slack are less resistant to changing their creativity than they lack. 28. Luisana is a clothing store that stores designer clothes. To enhance the dress collection in the shop, Luisana wants to buy some
clothes from a fashion designer. After examining The Audited Financial Statements of Luisana, the fashion designer concludes that she is assures a collection from Luisana. Which of the following statements will weaken the debate? Luisana has owned the shop for just three years and has no advance experience of
running a business. Luisana's liquid assets are just enough to meet its existing obligations. The Luisana store faces growing competition from other designer wallets. The fashion designer makes her collection within two months of sale. 29. Elanke, an owner of a restaurant, has the following financial information for the
year ended December 31, 2016. The revenue received from $410,000 consumers is spent in purchase of 300,000 expenses, with a total of 250,000 reductions paid for the various 2015 120,000 expenses spent during the year 700 based on the introduction of accounting, Elanke's net income for the year is __ $459,300
$39,300 $159,300 $339,300 30. In a apparel store, an individual is assigned to the cash recording work received from customers. Another person is responsible for this creation and collects credit memories to customers. These steps are taken to avoid the risk of fraud. The internal control best explains this scenario in
the following principles of activities? Physical Control Liability Documents Procedure independent internal confirmation separation 31. Calculate cash flow from the following information-based investment activities. Recipients purchase $67,550 cash edit supplier 24,000 goods to pay a profit of 2,800 in income tax
payments of 230,000. The income from the sale of machinery is paid an amount of 115,000 interest. The long-term debt issue has taken advantage of income by $105,000 (1,500) $84,000 (87,500) $177,300 31,000. Maertge Airlines purchases an airplane for $84,000,000 on January 1, 2016. The balance price of the
aircraft is estimated at $7,500,000, and its useful life is estimated in 25 years. Applying the double decline balance method of reduction, the cost of the reduction recognized to end December 31, 2018 will be __.__ $3,096,576 $6,182,400 $5,687,808 $6,720,000 33. Cresar Corporate Manufacturing is a master of wind-up
steam. To enhance the performance of its manufacturers' processes, management decided to re-configure its shop floor in several workshops. Each workshop is a special event. Engineers working in the company raise concerns that if each employee does just one of these functions, their jobs will become nares. Which
of the following is a soft strategy that management engineers can use to impress? To convince other engineers to persuade the union leader to act with the authority demanding engineers to explain the benefits of the new 34 structure. Calculate the cost of goods sold based on the following information. At the beginning
of the inventory $2016 54,000 purchase 450,000 at the end of purchase returns 12,800 inventory 2016 $431,000 $443,200 $491,200 $444,000 35. An oil and gas company that runs in the people of Lumana. I have spent unexpected expenses this year because an environmental lawsuit causes an oil fault in a marine area
in Lumana. Therefore, despite the earnings being high, the company's net income is much lower than what the company is expected to be. Kafa: Our operations are in accordance with the existing environmental laws. Accidents like an oil accident are extremely rare. Therefore, the environmental impact results of our
operations should be classified as unnecessary expenses in our financial statements. Income of being involved with each other: continuous increase sesame every year. Oil is an onitamy event, there is no need to worry about its impact on next year's profits. Which of the following statements is true, the argument of the
kafa weak? Distribute any change in accounting principles as a non-recurrent expense. Their income comes from many other operations that are based on lumina outside. Tax changes applicable by tax cannot be listed as an unexpected expense unless it is possible to go through many changes in the infuture due to
increased environmental activity in Lumana environmental laws. 36. Vonik Corporate receives $40,000 in cash by isising 15,000 shares of common stock at a price equal to $2 per share. Which of the following is the correct journal entry to record this transaction? In general stock 40,000 cash paid 30,000 extra capital
capital 10,000 cash 40,000 common stocks paid 30,000 extra capital capital paid 10,000 cash 80,000 common stock 30,000 extra paid capital 50,000 common stock 80,000 cash 30,000 extra paid capital 50,000 37. Raobak Corporate has a $350,000 income before interest and tax (EBIT). The capital structure of Ravabec
Ltd. consists of a long-term loan of $950,000 (4%) And issued shares of common stock at a market price of $110,000 per share. To bring down The Raobak's dependence on debt, the company is planning to reduce its debt by $200,000 by selling additional shares of common stock. The EBIT capital of Raobak will not
change with a change in structure and will remain in the 40% tax-break. What is the result of the change in the structure of the capital of Raobaq? Raobek's revenue per share (EPS) will be increased by $0.57. The net income of Ravabek will be increased by $4,800. The revenue of The Raobak before tax (twenty-t) will
be reduced by $8,000. The revenue (BBT) of The Raobak before tax will remain unchanged. 38. A company shares in 100,000 problems Per share. It has a debt-to-e-qaity ratio of 2:1. If the company declares 1 stock distribution for 3, what will be the result? The total stockholders' equity and debt-to-debt-e-qaeratio will
remain unchanged. Total stockholder's economy will be reduced and there will be no change in the ratio of the debt to the economy. Tomorrow, the stockholder's economy will increase and the debt-to-economy ratio will decrease. Tomorrow, the stockholder's eqt and debt-e-qae-e-qaity ratio will be reduced. 39. Elena
Corporation's Willmari Corp., an anaesthetising agency, provided a $42,000 service of a sum. When Elena Corporation goes to the public, this agency presents shares of its common stock in exchange for the cost of service payable to 7,000. The agency accepts the offer. The stock trades at $6 per share and the stock is
equal to $1. Which of the following is the correct journal entry to record this transaction in the Books of Elena Corporation? Service expenses paid in equal to 42,000 capital-common stock 42,000 cash 42,000 common stock 42,000 service expenses 42,000 common stock 42,000 service expenses 42,000 capital in
payment of common stock-common stock 35,000 40. The Board of Director of Udal Corporation is looking for a new managing director for the company. He's a candidate, Linda, hardworking, passionate and confident who is looking. These The features of all past leaders of The Yodal Corporation were in general.
Therefore, the board will be the new managing director that will play a positive role for the success of the company that has been appointed as Linda's end. The Board of Director relies on that: Linda's objectives, as a leader, are in sync with the culture and perspective of the Udal Corporation. Leaders of other companies
have features in common with the leaders of The Yodal Corporation. When The Udal Corporation Will Not Be Offered Any Other Job To Consider It. Linda has worked in companies like Udal Corporation. 41. Raital Corporate... $20 $1 2,000....... Which of the following is the correct journal entry to record this transaction?
Treasury Stock 2,000 Common Stock 2,000 Treasury Stock 2,000 Cash 2,000 Treasury Stock 40,000 Cash 40,000 Cash 40,000 Treasury Stock 40,000 42. The CEO of Varanan Corporation has been accused of committing accounting fraud. After a deep erased investigation into several, it is found that although the
company's CEO was not aware of the fraud, he received $1,500,000 in the form of bonuses and stock profits during the company's fraud period. The Securities and Exchange Commission orders the company to make its financial status a statement of resity and accurate financial statements. According to the Surbanes-
Axle Act, which of the following will follow a possible outcome? The company will be allowed to give personal loans to its executives provided they can prove the creditof executives. This CEO will be personally responsible for the company's misconduct during the fraud period. The company will be asked to merge its
audioding and advisory functions. The CEO will be asked to withdraw the amount he received during the company's fraud period. 43. Kardaka Services Inc. More than 5,000 telephone operators globally to address customer complaints. To improve response time to resolve these complaints, management decided to
automatically respond to most of the most Queries. Management predicts that at least 60% of user questions will be solved without the need for human intervention. If the company does apply this process, at least 2,500 telephone operators will lose their jobs. All employees are at risk of going inane to oppose the
administration's decision. In the following accountability approach, generally used to control resistance in such situations? Participation and inclusion facilitate and support the coercion negotiations and Agreement 44. Laballi, a famous cosmetic brand, introduced a new skin-cleanser. The product very well and gives huge
returns to the company. After using the product for a few months, consumers are complaining of scan and allergies. An external chemical agency is accused of using banned substances in its products. While investigating, the company CEO Konfacesas is that he knew about the substance but did not work because of
the initial success of the product. What could be the reason for the CEO's unethical behaviour? Slip slope indirect blindness overwallwang results are ill pregnant 45. Omega Corporation released audited financial statements prepared from its accountants. According to the statement, the company has increased
profitable. Sales of its electronic devices have also increased. Purchase of Omega Corporation based on audited financial statement. The shares will be a good investment. And which of the following is a sordid? The Omega Corporation does not maintain more than a month's supply of inventory. This income has been
reported in the audited financial statement of Omega Corporation. This has been reported in a less audited financial statement. Sales of other Products of The Omega Corporation have not increased that has been shown in the sale of electronic devices. The company's fixed expenses have increased significantly. 46.
Neha is a communicationmanager in a system software company. They believe that men prefer to work with women supervisors because they think women are their lower. George Don is Neha's manager and 10 years older than him. Every time Neha is interacted with George Don, she pays her dominant nature by
acting down simplicity. However, he is aggressive and dominant with small employees. Among the following methods to manage diversity should be used to help him overcome his biased attitude? More diverse recognition of Neha's beliefs that created an environment to get more women employees serviced but valued
or put it in particular projects that need to educate them about different age and gender stereotypes people that put neha at least 47 by a multi-national firm it works as a senior software developer at the firm. They prefer to work as an individual partner and Challenging projects to work on. The firm encourages The Gint
and others to assign projects that need a big deal of innovation. The firm inspired The GINT to appeal its need for __. Power Success Commitment Security 48. Warmalaquad Corporation, a water-heter-carbox, produces 30 water-heters per week. Past records show that 10% of the total water-heter produced in a week is
likely to be faulty. Suppose a quality test was conducted on the sample of six water heters. What is the probability that four six water heters will be damaged? 0.76 0.08 0.56 0.46 49. Barabhitlafa, a leading insurance company, provides encouragement for salespeople based on the full potential number of customers they
can meet in a day. Salespeople, however, often spend time with their friends and then claim to have met potential customers. They are incentives paid based on their claims. The ceo of the company realizes that the number of customers is significantly lower than the number of potential customers who are met with
salespeople's claim. To improve salespeople's unethical behavior, the company now encourages everyone based on the sales number. What could be a reason for Salespeople's unethical behavior? Encouraging Blindness Overwallwang Results: Foreign Blindness Related Goals 50. Melany and Peter are discussing the
limitations of the internal control system in organizations. The mailony human element is an unusual element in the internal control system that believes. If Peter wants to refute this saying, which of the following points is? The vasusa maker between two people can end the protection offered by the separation of duties in
an internal control system. The size of an organization determines expectations from the internal control system in the organization. Small companies have more efficient internal control systems because they do not have to provide for separate duties or independent internal verification. A well-built internal control system
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